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1. GENERAL REGULATIONS 
 
1.1. Polish Automobile and Motorcycle Federation [PZM] in collaboration with the main promotor, Kia 

Motors Polska [KMP] are organizers of the  Kia Picanto Polish Racing Championship known as “Kia 
Platinum Cup” [KPC]. 

1.2. As a sporting competition, the KPC is organized according to: 
   - International FIA, Sporting Code (MKS) including Attachments/Enclosures 
   - Polish Touring Car Championship (WSMP) Sporting Regulations 
   - Present KPC Regulations; 
   - KPC Technical Regulations 
   - Supplementary Regulations for specific races 
   - Bulletins and announcements of the PZM Automobile Sport Commission (GKSS) 
  -  Announcements of the Organizer  
   - Motor Sports Environment Protection Regulations  
   - Official PZM Motorsport Events Calendar for the current season. 
 

 
1.3. Winners of KPC Championship will be awarded with  title of Champion, Vice-Champion, and 2nd Vice-
Champion of Poland in individual classification.  
1.4. Only vehicles ordered and supplied by KMP out of specially dedicated consignment for KPC 
competitors will be allowed to take part in Kia Platinum Cup Championship. Moreover, these vehicles will 
be prepared and tuned according to KPC Technical Regulations approved by the PZM Automobile Sport 
Commission. 
 
1.5.  Any vehicle entering Kia Platinum Cup must be accompanied with a valid homologation 
(certification) conform to safety regulations as per  Annex “J” of the International FIA Sporting Code 
provided for the group N. 
 
1.6.  Only competitors who have signed an agreement with Kia Motors Polska for the present season will 
be allowed to participate in  Kia Platinum Cup Championship (Kia Motors Polska reserves the right to allow 
a competitor to participate in a given KPC round with the exclusion of this provision). Any unjustified 
absence from the races will result in money penalty plus a notification submitted to the PZM Automobile 
Sport Commission for a disciplinary penalty. The competitor’s justified excuse of absence should be 
supplied in a written form by mail, fax, e-mail or in person to Kia Motors Polska before the official deadline 
for the administrative acceptance at the latest, as stipulated by Supplementary Regulations for the 
competition.  
 
1.7. Driver can be any person taking part in any races having a racing licence BC , BC Junior  issued by 
FIA-federated ASN [Art.  21 of the International Sporting Code].     
 
1.8. Competitor can be any person or company (applicant) who is allowed to participate in any 
competitions having the competitor’s licence issued by the any FIA-federated ASN [Art.  21 of the 
International Sport Code]  . In case the driver and competitor are different entities, the competitor is 
required to fill up appropriate application and purchase competitor/sponsor’s licence from the Polish 
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Automobile and Motorcycle Federation (ZG PZM) in order to be officially entered in starting lists, score 
lists, etc.  
 
1.9. An admitted driver must be equipped in accordance to the rules of FIA, in force in this season. It is 
compulsory to use FIA homologated fire resistant overall, long underwear, balaclava, socks, shoes and 
gloves [FIA STANDARD 8856 - 2000]. Helmets should comply with standards conform to FIA technical list 
No. 25.  It is also compulsory to use the HANS [head and neck support] system in accordance with FIA 
technical lists No. 28, 29 and 36.  
 
1.10. Two-times winner of the Championship will not be allowed to participate in the next seasons of Kia 
Platinum Cup. 
 
 

2. CALENDAR OF COMPETITIONS 
 
Six rounds of the Kia Platinum Cup will be held in 2018 season, according to the calendar approved by the 
PZM Automobile Sport Commission. 
 
 

3. APPLICATIONS AND REGISTRATION FEE 
 
3.1. Only the applicants [competitors] or drivers with a valid licence issued by any FIA-federated ASN 
and  signed agreement with Kia Motors Polska will be admitted to the racing season.  
 
3.2.  Every driver is obliged to participate in all presentations and briefings for competitors held prior, 
during or after the race, at winner decoration ceremonies, and at press conferences preceding or following 
actual race event in a complete sports overall/outfit or KPC outfit. Any infringement or departure from this 
obligation will result in imposing by KMP a penalty of up to PLN 1000.00 [PLN One Thousand]. Drivers will 
confirm their attendance by singing each time an attendance list. 
 
3.3. Only those drivers who will timely submit or send a properly filled application form accompanied by 
registration payment confirmation to the address advised by the Kia Motors Polska may be admitted to 
participate in the race events.   
 
3.4. Registration Fee: 
 

-  Registration fee for a competitor without the sponsor’s licence for each round at the 1st deadline 
amounts to PLN 800.00 [PLN Eight Hundred Only]; 
-   Registration fee for a competitor with the sponsor’s licence for each round at the 1st deadline 
amounts to PLN 900.00 [PLN Nine Hundred Only]. 

 
3.5. Applications at the 2nd deadline will result in an increase of the registration fee by 50%, while after 
the 2nd deadline a competitor can only be admitted as a subject to approval by KMP or by the Race Director 
and against registration fee increased by 100%.  
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3.6. Application requires the competitor / driver to take part in the competition, which has agreed to start, 
except in cases of proven force majeure. 
3.7. The competitor / driver is responsible for the proper fulfilment of the declaration and placed in the 
Inside.pzm.pl website complete required valid documents (referred to in Art. 3.8.). The documents posted 
on the inside.pzm.pl will be made available to the organizers of the competition to be verified before 
Administrative Check. 
3.8. The competitor / driver is obliged to up-load to the Inside.pzm website following scanned (both sides 
in colour)and valid documents: 

 competitor / driver’s racing license, 

 international medical card (MKZ) 

 written (constant for the whole season) start permission of the parent automobile club to compete 
in competitions (allowed to send a scan of a one-time  permission directly to the organizer). 

 valid psychological statement, 

 personal data form. 
3.8.1. competitor / driver after joining the competition in the inside.pzm.pl website provides published 
documents available to organizers of the competition in order to verify them within Administrative Check 
process. When the up-loaded documents on the inside.pzm.pl website are outdated organizer has the right 
to impose a penalty on a driver of 300 PLN. 
3.9. while filing the entry form with attachments the following documents are automatically generated: 

 safety equipment card of the car and the driver, 

 Administrative and Technical Checking card. 
3.10. Document for organizer, which is required to be provided by the competitor / driver during 
Administrative Check is the original entry form signed by competitor and the driver. Additionally, during 
Administrative Check, the competitor must deposite the originals of all required documents. 
3.11. Filled and printed "safety equipment card of the driver and the car" should be represented at the 
BK1. 
3.12. At least 48 hours before scrutineering, organizers will publish a full list of accepted entries divided 
into classes. 
3.13. By the fact of signing the entry form / driver confirms knowledge and compliance of the regulations, 
giving up any claims from the organizer, PZM and KMP judicial or non-established sport regulations. 
3.14. Unexcused absence from the competition will result in a request to the GKSS to punish the 
competitor / driver. Justification of absence must be in writing and be provided (e-mail or in person), the 
competition organizer at the latest by the end of the official deadline AC specified in the supplementary 
regulations of the event. 
3.15. Joining the entries for the KPC round is synonymous with expressing the consent of the competitor / 
driver to the processing of his personal data related to the organization of the series and publishing photos 
and results on the PZM websites and the organizers of the rounds. The competitor / driver has the right to 
access their personal data, correct them and request to stop processing their data. The request to cease 
the processing of your personal data is synonymous with the resignation from participation in the cycle. 
 

4. ADVERTISING AND STARTING NUMBERS 
 
4.1. Any vehicle entered in Kia Platinum Cup (in accordance with Art.  1.4 of this Regulation) shall carry 
mandatory stickers of Kia Motors Polska, its sponsors, partners and media patrons as well as “Kia Platinum 
Cup” . Such stickers will be placed according to instructions from Kia Motors Polska. 
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4.2.  Under penalty of exclusion from the races it is strictly forbidden to put  on vehicles participating in 
Kia Platinum Cup advertisements of companies competitive to Kia Motors Polska, its sponsors or partners. 
  
4.3. Quantity and accuracy of advertisements placed on a vehicle will be checked by Technical Stewards. 
Lack of mandatory stickers/ads will cause a no-entry penalty for the vehicle to the race track (untill the ads 
completed).  
 
4.4. No competitor will be exempted from placing compulsory “Kia Platinum Cup” advertisements on a 
participating racing car. 
 
4.5. The KPC Organizer reserves the right to place video mini-cameras both inside and on the exterior of 
the racing vehicle. Only approved advertisements are allowed inside a vehicle. In case the ad is placed on a 
dashboard to be visible by the “on board” camera, the starting number of a competitor should also be 
placed there (up to 5 cm high) adjoining to  KPC or KMP logo of 15 cm in width. 
 
4.6. Logotypes of sponsors and partners of Kia Motors Polska and Kia Platinum Cup should be placed on 
the drivers’ suits in accordance with instructions and recommendations of Kia Motors Polska. Such labels 
are to be made of the ‘Nomex’ inflammable material and  should be knitted to the first, or outer layer of 
the suit − while the inner, inflammable “Nomex” layer of the suit must not be punctured.   
 
4.7. Starting numbers for the entire 2018 season will be given before the 1st round of Kia Platinum Cup 
based on competitor classification of the 2017 season. Kia can grant another starting number at the 
request of a driver. 
 
4.8. Starting numbers supplied by KMP will be placed on all racing vehicles 
 - on the front door at each side of the vehicle, 

- on the roof of the vehicle   (the centre of the starting number must be at the height of the middle 
post of the car and its base should be directed towards the back of the car). 
- male drivers will be given starting number in black, while starting numbers for the female drivers 

will be red. 
 
4.9. A national flag, accompanied by driver’s name or nickname only is to be placed in the middle 
section of both rear side windows and include:   
 - first letter of driver’s surname as capital letter, 100 mm high 
 - remaining lettering of driver’s surname written in small characters, 
 - only the driver’s surname should be displayed, i.e. without given names, 
 - font character to be Helvetica Bold, in white colour only 

- driver’s surname or nickname and his starting number will also be placed on vehicle windshield on 
the passenger side (under windscreen filter with starting number first left followed by driver’s 
surname/nickname) and on the backlight – starting number only (upper portion, driver’s side); both 
Helvetica Bold in fluorescent orange (PMS 804). Letters to be 150 mm high and 15 mm wide, digits 
to be 200 mm high and 30 mm wide.     
- all letters will be placed directly onto the window glass, without any background 
- starting numbers, driver surname/nickname, flags and obligatory advertisement signs will be 
provided free of charge by KMP before the 1st round of the Kia Platinum Cup. In case such stickers 
are damaged afterwards, the competitor will procure new stickers at own expense.   
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4.10. A vehicle fire extinguisher and an electrical safety switch and tow bar should be visibly marked. The 
towing bars should be made of a flexible material in a contrasting colour to vehicle body.   
4.11. It is forbidden for Athletes participating in the Competition to put advertisements of a political, 
religious or harmful nature on the interests of FIA and PZM on their Cars. 
 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE CHECK (AC) BEFORE THE RACES 
 
5.1. Drivers/competitors are obliged to present their signed entry forms at the race office, accompanied 
by the original driver/competitor’s  racing license. All drivers must also deposit their International Medical 
Card (MKZ). 
5.2. International Medical Card is mandatory as a proof of the driver’s compulsory medical examinations 
for KPC  events.   
5.2.1. International Medical Card will include confirmation of updated medical examination conducted by 
the MD specialising in sport medicine. In case of young people up to age of 21 year and competitors 
between 21 and 23 years of age may issue a ruling doctor holding a certificate of induction course for 
specialization in the field of sports medicine. 
5.2.2. Only those drivers/competitors which hold a set of valid medical examinations will be allowed to 
participate in the race.  It is obliged that the validity of medical examinations in accordance with the 
Regulation of the Minister of Health of 22 July 2016. (Dz.U.z 2016. Poz.1172)  is  6  months. 
5.2.3. In the event that there is no scan of the International Medical Card at insde.pzm.pl website the 
driver is obliged to deposite the original card in the race office or present the original card upon request of 
the officials, in particular the Chief Medical Officer of the Races.  
5.3. Following successful administrative check drivers/competitors will be provided with official entry 
list, timetable, all necessary information and duly signed chart of the administrative check (AC & BK1) to be 
presented at the Vehicle Scrutineering.  
5.4. Any additional documents, such as original “Vehicle and Driver’s Safety Equipment Card”  will be 
submitted during Vehicle Scrutineering (BK1). 
5.5.   All drivers/competitors or their representatives (written authorization is required) are expected to 
collect all documents deposited at the organizer’s office after completion of each racing round.   

 
 
6. MEDICAL CHECK-UP 
 
6.1. It is an obligation on the part of all drivers/competitors to undergo medical check-up, if such 
instruction is issued by the organizer in the Regulations or the competition bulletin. This obligation also 
includes checking for alcohol, drug or anabolic steroids blood content.  
 
6.2. Admissible alcohol blood content must not exceed  0.00 g/litre. 
 
6.3. Refusal by the driver/competitor to accept medical check for alcohol blood content or avoidance of 
such check will be understood as positive test result. 
 
6.4. In case the medical check as mentioned in paragraph 6.1. proves positive or the art.6.3 was fulfilled, 
such driver/competitor will be excluded from the competition and any results obtained so far will 
considered null and void (in case of two races are held during one weekend, all results will be canceled.) 
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6.5. Only legalized professional equipment will be used to perform  medical check-up. 
 
6.6. The competition Chief Medical Officer is solely responsible for recommendation to exclude drivers 
from racing event due to their health condition. On the grounds of the opinion issued by CMO a decision 
on such exclusion will be announced by Sport Steward Team (ZSS). 
 
6.7.  In case of a collision requiring medical assistance an affected driver may continue racing only upon 
positive recommendation and permission by the Chief Medical Officer. It is an obligation on part of a 
driver/competitor to arrange a medical consultation following such occurrence.  
 
6.8. Any accident involving hospitalisation of the driver must be registered by the CMO in the 
International Medical Card. Actual medical check, confirmed with relevant entry in the International 
Medical Card is a necessary condition for this driver for admittance to any next KPC event.    
 
 

7. SCRUTINEERING OF VEHICLES 
 
7.1. Date and place of Scrutineering 1 (BK 1) is given in the Supplementary Regulations of the competition. 
The driver (or an authorized person indicated in the notification) is required to deal with: 

a) car ready to race, 
b) complete, personal, safety equipment of the Driver 
c) fulfilled Safety Equipment card for Car and the Driver - see section 3.9. 
d) fulfilled OA and BK card - see section 3.9. 
e) book of The sport car with the entered competitions, 
f) homologation of the car,  
g) certification of the safety rollcage. 

Technical checking is done by scrutineers who check compliance with the requirements of safety and 
compliance of the car with the Technical Regulations. 
7.2. During the scrutineering before the competition car and the driver’s suit must be presented: 

a) in perfect visual condition (body parts cannot wear signs of damage and dirt), 
b) with the complete set of mandatory stickers placed according to the applicable scheme of the 

competition (stickers must be with no signs of abrasions or dirt), 
c) with a set of suit strips fixed according to the applicable scheme of the competition. 

7.3. The driver is responsible for compliance of the car with the technical and safety requirements of BK 1 
to the end of parc fermé or the final scrutineering. 
7.4. Technical Delegate in consultation with the Stewards, have the right to check a racing car at any time 
of the competition: check it’s components or parts, as to their compliance with the KPC technical 
regulations, eg. car weight control, checking the seals of the engine, fuel control, checking the tires, verify 
the correctness place advertisements mandatory or other elements. 
7.5. Technical Delegate in consultation with the Stewards, during the competition may require drivers to 
remove the car ECU computers, and then assign it to another driver, eg. By ballot or assign controller with 
reserve KPC. PZM and KPC are not responsible for failures occurring during replacement of computers. The 
competitor will be charged in case of any damages happening during the conversion of computers.  
7.6. After completion of the second race of each round, the mandatory detailed inspections will be subject 
to the cars of the first three drivers from the first and second race. The Technical Delegate, in consultation 
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with the Stewards determine the scope of the study. It also has the right to extend the number of 
respondents cars. 
7.7. After the ceremony decorations after the second race (up to 10 minutes after the end of the 
ceremony), services (driver or mechanic from the application + 1 mechanic / auto), the first three drivers of 
the first and second race are obliged to come with the tools to Parc Ferme or other place indicated by the 
technical judges- not to appear at the appointed time will be treated as not to submit to mandatory testing 
technical in the case where the study of more cars and selected drivers will be notified separately. 
7.8. The car, which has a collision during the race, can take part in the rest of the competition only after 
obtaining a positive opinion of the Technical Delegate. The obligation to obtain such an opinion rests with 
the competitor. 
7.9. The technical team, in an advisory capacity, includes representatives of KIA (allowed to hire the 
company indicated by Kia). 
7.10. After completion of administrative and technical check organizer will publish on the bulletin board, 
approved by the Stewards starting list of drivers authorized to take part in the qualifying session. 
7.11. The prohibition of changing the car during the race - every driver can start only one car (only one that 
has been submitted to the competition and received by BK 1).  
 
 

8.  QUALIFYING PRACTICE 
 
8.1. Three qualifying sessions with time count (Q1, Q2 and Q3) are compulsory for the drivers:  
- the first qualifying session (Q1) lasts  20 minutes and is compulsory for all drivers; 
- the second qualifying session (Q2) lasts 15 minutes and is compulsory for 15 fastest drivers in Q1; 
- the third qualifying session (Q3) lasts 10 minutes and is compulsory for 10 fastest drivers in Q2. 
In case of rounds being held outside Poland this provision can be modified. All possible changes will be 
notified to participants by KMP in due time, either by relevant notice in supplemental round regulation or 
by a special communiqués/bulletins preceding the race events.  
8.2. Starting for qualifying session is made on a one-by-one basis. The starting sequence or starting grid 
location for the first race will be drawn up in the order of the fastest time achieved in qualifying sessions. 
Times of the previous qualifying practice sessions achieved by the drivers who go to the next qualifying 
sessions will be cancelled (nulled).        
8.3. Admission to the races is subject to completing compulsory qualifying session [as per  provisions of 
point 7.1. above] or – under reasonable circumstances – subject to decision by the Races Authority in cases 
specified in Art. 14 of the Polish Racing Championship Sporting Regulations. 
8.4. The qualifying session will be considered completed after a minimum of three time-measured laps. 
In case of failure to cover required number of laps, but having driven at least one lap with timing taken – 
the driver can be admitted to participate in the race by the Races Authority, based on the timing achieved 
in the qualifying session. In case no laps have been driven, competitor’s admittance to the race will depend 
on evaluation of driver’s acquaintance and/or experience on the racing track by the Races Authority but 
always from the last slot (position) of the starting grid.   
  
8.5. Results of each qualifying session will be announced by the organizer after completion of the 
session. If two or more drivers acquire identical results, their starting grid slot location will depend on the 
second best lap time among other laps driven during the qualifying session, and so on. 
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9. COURSE OF THE RACE   
 
9.1. This Regulation provides that every round will include two separate races lasting for 12 laps or 30 
minutes (in case of rounds held outside Poland this number of laps or timing may change) each to 
commence with a standing start. After each race the winners will be decorated.  
Start of both races will commence with a standing start. The Race Authorities may also decide to accept  
flying start in case of adverse weather conditions.  
 
9.2. Starting grid: 

-  1st race – in the first race the drivers start in order of best results obtained at qualifying practice 
[in conformity with paragraph 8.2. of the present Regulations], 

 -  2nd race – in the second race the drivers start in order of results obtained in the first race, except 
 for the first six drivers who will start in a reverse order, i.e. a driver winning the first place in the 1st 
 race will start from the 6th slot, and so on. 
 
9.3. A ‘safety car’ will be ready for operation throughout the event on the race track.  
 
9.4. Swapping and/or changing cars during the races is strictly forbidden. One driver/competitor is 
allowed to drive only one vehicle. 
 
 

10. STARTING PROCEDURE 
 
10.1. The sound signal provided at 15 minutes before the start time indicates permission to leave pits 
[pre-starting positions] for the grid. Divers intending to run an additional lap must not cross the starting 
line and are allowed to pass through the depot along pits lane at allowed speed limit.  
 
10.2. The sound signal provided at 12 minutes before start time indicates 2 minutes left before closure of 
the pits [pre-starting positions].  
 
10.3. The sound signal provided at 10 minutes before start time indicates closure of exit from pre-starting 
positions. 
Vehicles remaining in the pits may be allowed to start from the depot at the Steward’s signal only and may 
join the race when the main column of vehicles have already passed the depot exit following regulatory 
start.  
Change of wheels/tyres at starting positions is allowed only until the “5 minutes” signal while  refuelling of 
vehicles is not permitted at this time.    
 
10.4. The approaching start will be signalled with the following boards: ‘5 minutes’; ‘3 minutes’; ‘1 
minute’; and ‘30 seconds’ before formation lap commences [always accompanied with sound signal]. 
- the ‘5 minutes’ board indicates the beginning of countdown when all engines must be swiBKhed off and 
the entry to starting grid closed. Any driver who failed to enter starting grid before the ‘5 minutes’ board 
was displayed may still start from the last position or from the depot only. All cars will have their wheels 
mounted/fixed and changing wheels is not permitted at this time. All persons, except drivers, officials and 
technical personnel must immediately leave the starting grid. 
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- the ‘3 minutes’ board calls for all personnel except for the mechanics to leave the starting grid by. All cars 
must be put on their wheels. 
-  ‘1 minute’ board calls for ignition of engines and instructs the mechanics to leave the starting grid. 
-  ’30 seconds’ board announces 30 seconds left for the green flag to be raised [or a green light to be lit] as 
a “go” to start a formation lap. 
 
10.5. Any driver who is not able to perform a start will signal this fact by opening the door. After the 
formation lap has commenced, the disabled driver’s mechanics may push the car along the track in 
attempt to start the engine under the control of technical marshals . This driver can subsequently join 
formation lap, but must not overtake other drivers. 
If after several attempts such vehicle cannot be started, it must be removed from the track to the depot. 
After the defect is rectified the driver may proceed with the start following a signal from the Stewards. 
 
10.6. During formation lap a Yellow Flag will be waved at all Track Observation Points (PO), moreover: 
 
 -  after the Starter Marshal’s signal all drivers will form a column in order of their positions, 
 -  prior to reaching the starting grid the leader will lead the column keeping to the right-side of the 
 track. Closing to the left-side positions is permitted in an orderly manner only at reaching the last 
 starting positions, 
 -  the starting grid order of vehicles must be observed at all time,   
 -  overtaking is allowed only to keep grid order , 
 -  the speed at the formation lap will be determined by a driver starting from the pole position with 
 other vehicles to follow in a tight and orderly manner, 
 -  no practise starting tests are allowed. 
 
10.7. Once the formation lap is completed, the cars come back to the grid, they stop on their respective 
grid positions, keeping their engines running. When all the cars come to a halt, stewards standing next to a 
given row of the grid line will drop boards bearing the grid number.  
Once all the cars have come to a halt and all the boards have been dropped from view, the starter will 
show the “5 seconds” board and 5 seconds later he will switch on the red light (if it is technically possible, 5 
seconds may be counted by means of a headlight flasher, i.e. every 1 second one red light is switched on 
until all 5 headlight flashers are switched on). At any time after the red light becomes visible, the race will 
be started by showing a green light. The starting procedure must be specified in the supplementary 
regulation of the competitions and must be discussed at the briefing with the drivers. 
 
10.8.  At the moment of the start for the race the depot’s (pits) wall must be free of any people, except for 
any authorized persons holding identification tags / accreditations.      
 
10.9. If after returning to the starting grid after driving a formation lap the driver’s engine stops and he/she 
is unable to re-start it again, the driver must forthwith signal the situation, while the steward present at 
the starting range will forthwith wave the yellow flag. If the start is delayed, the steward holding the yellow 
flag should stand next to a given car in order to prevent the car from moving until the entire column leaves 
the starting grid. Then, the driver can proceed according to the procedure as set forth in Art. 10.5.      
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10.10. In case of any problem that may develop after formation lap and vehicles’ re-entry to the starting 
grid the following procedures will be ordered: 
a) if the red light has not been switched on and the red flag and the ‘START DELAYED’ board will be shown 
at the line; 
b) if the red light has already been switched on, the starter will show the red flag (leaving the red light on) 
and a " START DELAYED" board will be shown at the Line; 
c) in both cases (a)  and (b) all  engines will be stopped and the starting procedure will recommence after 
showing the ‘5 minutes’ board. The distance of the race will be consequently reduced by one lap. If, after 
the start, the car is immobilised on the starting grid, it will be the duty of the track stewards to push it into 
the pit by the shortest route. If the driver is able to restart the car whilst it is being pushed, then the driver 
may re-join the race.   
d) if the driver is unable to restart the car whilst it is being pushed, the driver’s mechanics may attempt to 
start it the pit lane. If the car then starts, it may re-join the race.  
e) Drivers and mechanics must follow the instructions of the stewards at all times during such procedure.        
  
10.11. Any driver who went out of grid order during formation lap but managed to reach the starting grid 
before the ‘5 seconds’ board was displayed may proceed with the start from the last starting position, in 
any other case the start may be performed from the depot. 
 
10.12. The vehicle start from the depot is possible also without running formation lap but upon a signal 
from the Steward only.  
 
10.13. Starting positions on the race track are deployed in alternative pattern in two columns, while pole 
position  (No. 1) is to be determined at the final approval of the race track. 
 
10.14. Drivers will take starting positions assigned to them at time and under rules established by starting 
procedures only. A vacant starting position must remain free and taking it by another driver will be 
considered tantamount to a false start.   
 
10.15. A false start occurs when the driver:   
a) takes a wrong starting position, 
b) drives off before the starting signal, 
c)  drives at the moment of the starting signal for races with a standing start; or 
d) accelerates too early or drives unevenly during the flying start or does not keep order.  
 
A false start will be penalized with the ‘DRIVE THROUGH’ penalty [see Article 17.1.3 a. of the WSMP 
Sporting Regulations]. 

 
10.16. Establishing whether a false start had occurred or not is a competence of the Race Director or the 
Sporting Stewards Team (ZSS). 
10.17.  The organizer is obliged to indicate the start procedure used during the competition in the 
supplementary regulations and discuss it during a briefing with the drivers. In justified cases, can be used 
other than the indicated starting procedure in accordance with the FIA regulations may be used, which 

must be discussed with competitors before the start of the race.  

10.18. Flying start 
In case of rolling start – all cars are led during the formation lap by the Pilot Car at speed limited to 70-90 
km/h. When approaching to the end of formation lap all drivers will form a  dual-row line and maintain it 
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until the start signal is given. The location to form the dual-row line will be marked with 
‘FORMATION/GRID’ boards displayed at each Track Observation Point (PO). Before the end of formation 
lap Pilot Car leaves the track, while the driver at pole position maintains the speed and all other cars 
maintain their positions until the start signal is given (red lights are switched off and green lights are 
illuminated at the same time).  
If the dual-row line is not maintained at the end of the formation lap the Race Director will instruct the 
Pilot Car to continue with yet another or more formation laps. In such case the end of the first formation 
lap will be regarded as start of the race. 
 
10.19. The driver who has run required number of laps and crossed  the finish line as first becomes the 
winner of the race. Consecutive places belong to drivers who crossed the finish line after the winner in 
arriving order. The race is considered completed for a driver on crossing the finish line not later than five 
minutes since the arrival time of  the winner –  irrespective of laps driven. In order for a driver to be 
classified in the race it is necessary to  cover at least 90% of the distance driven by the winner within this 
time limit – and if number of laps is calculated with a decimal point, the result will be rounded down. 
 
10.20. Interruption of the race 
Should it become necessary to stop the race or practice because the racetrack is blocked as the result of an 
accident or because weather or other conditions make it dangerous to  
continue, the Competition Director or the Race Director will order a red flag to be shown  
at the Line. Simultaneously, red flags will be shown at all marshal posts. The decision to stop the race or 
practice can only be taken by the Competition Director or the Race Director. 
10.20.1.When the signal to stop is given:  

- during practice, all cars will immediately reduce speed and proceed slowly back to their respective 
pits, and all cars abandoned on the track will be recovered;  
- during a race, all cars will immediately reduce speed and proceed slowly to the red flag line in the 
knowledge that:  

- the race classification will be that at the end of the penultimate lap before the lap in which the 
signal to stop the race was given,  

- race and service vehicles may be on the track,  
- the racetrack may be totally blocked because of an accident,  
- weather conditions may have made the circuit undriveable at racing speed,  
- the pit lane will be open.  

All cars must stop at the red flag line until directed by marshals to proceed to the grid, to enter the pit lane 
(depot) or to proceed to the parc fermé. 
 
10.20.2. The procedure to be followed varies according to the number of laps completed by the race 
leader before the signal to stop the race was given:  

- Case A:  
Less than two full laps. If the race can be restarted, Art. 16.12.1 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations will 
apply.  
- Case B:  
Two or more full laps but less than 75% of the scheduled race distance (rounded up to the nearest 
whole number of laps). If the race can be restarted, Art. 16.12.2 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations will 
apply.  
- Case C:  
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75% or more of the scheduled race distance (rounded up to the nearest whole number of laps). The 
cars will be sent directly to the parc fermé and the race will be deemed to have  
finished when the leading car crossed the Line for the penultimate time before the race was stopped.  

10.21. Restarting a race in case of the race interruption: 
10.21.1. Case A procedure: 

a) the original start will be deemed null and void; 
b) the length of the restarted race will be the full scheduled race distance; 
c) the drivers who are eligible to take part in the race will be eligible for the restart either in their 

original car or in a spare car; 
d) after the signal to stop the race has been given, all cars able to do so will proceed directly but slowly 

to the grid or pits as directed by the marshals.  
e) the cars may be worked on; 
f) refuelling will be allowed until the five minute board is shown.  

 
10.21.2. Case B procedure:  

a) the race shall be deemed to be in two parts, the first of which finished when the leading car crossed 
the Line for the penultimate time before the race was stopped;  

b) the length of the second part will be three laps less than the scheduled race distance, less the first 
part; 

c) the grid for the second part will be a standard grid with the cars arranged in the order in which they 
finished the first part; 

d) only cars which took part in the first start will be eligible and then only if they returned to the grid 
or pits under their own power by an authorised route; 

e) no spare car or reserve will be eligible; 
f) the cars may be worked on; 
g) no refuelling or removal of fuel will be allowed; 
h) if the race was stopped because of rain, a "rain" sign must be displayed at the Line. 

  
10.21.3.In both Case A and Case B as set forth in Art. 10.21.1 and 10.21.2. the following will apply: 
     a) 10 minutes after the stop signal, the pit exit will close.  
     b) 15 minutes after the stop signal, the five minute board will be shown, the grid will close and the 

normal start procedure will recommence under Art. 15.1.4. of the WSMP Sporting Regulations. 
 
10.22. Scoring to be awarded in the interrupted race: 
If for any reason the interrupted race cannot be completed the drivers/competitors will be granted points 
according to the following principle:  
When the leading driver covers: 
 -  at least 75% of the race distance: 100% of points 
 -  at least 50% of the race distance:   50% of points 
 -  less than 50% of race distance:          zero points. 
Classification of competitors will depend on order of crossing the last lap finish line prior to actual 
interruption of particular race event. 
 

11. DRIVER’S RESPONSIBILITIES AT THE RACETRACK 
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11.1. Any driver being overtaken must give way to the overtaking driver [this applies only to the lapped 
or damaged vehicles.] Impeding the manoeuvre of overtaking, hampering the way or an attempt of 
blocking while being overtaken will result in imposing a penalty up to exclusion from the race. The leader in 
the race has the right to choose the trajectory, although zigzagging is not allowed. A lapped driver must 
pull aside from trajectory of the overtaking car and slow down, if necessary.  
 
11.2. The overtaking driver must not enter in a dangerous manner into trajectory of the vehicle being 
overtaken – under pain of exclusion from the race or imposing other penalty. Likewise, squeezing  between 
the run-off area and the car or between two cars in case of insufficient space for such manoeuvre is 
prohibited. 
 
11.3. Any vehicle having stopped on the race track, whether during the race, practice or formation lap – 
will be evacuated with all necessary precautions. All drivers shall obey instructions by the organizer’s staff 
(and escape to a secure place in particular].  
 
11.4. Acceptance of alien assistance on the track during the race event [also during the formation lap] is 
tantamount to exclusion from the race. Depot is the only area where assistance is permitted [it does not 
apply to the procedure as set forth in Art. 10.5 and 10.10]. Vehicle defects while on the racetrack can be 
rectified by the driver only. The race marshals are obliged to assist drivers who went off the track with 
exception of pushing the vehicle back on the racetrack. Any driver able to continue the race must return to 
the race track unaided while obeying all precautions. Walking away from vehicle or taking the helmet off is 
understood as resignation from further racing by the driver.  
 
11.5. It is strictly forbidden to push vehicles manually while on the racetrack. Built-in engine is the only 
driving agent of race vehicle and its starter-motor is the only way to put the engine in motion. [this 
principle does not apply to depot, pre-starting fields and the starting procedure as set forth in Art. 10.5 and 
10.10]. 
 
11.6. Any attempt to stop or leave the track must be properly signalled by a driver to other drivers in a 
clear and unequivocal manner [by flashing a direction-indicator, hazard warning light or raising a hand]. 
Before changing trajectory a driver should make sure not to endanger the others who follow.  This also 
applies in case of returning to the track. Stopping on the turn zone is forbidden. A disabled/damaged car 
must be immediately removed beyond the turn zone. 
 
11.7. During practice and throughout the entire race the driver must abide by instructions from the 
Stewards, and especially react to flags and boards being shown/displayed by the Marshals, under pain of 
penalty up to exclusion from the competition. 
 
11.8. A car leaking engine/transmission oil either during the practice or race must immediately leave the 
track [pull over]. It is forbidden to continue driving such car for the purpose of returning to the depots or 
pits.  
 
11.9. Parc fermé is compulsory for all vehicles after each practice or each race [this also applies to 
defected vehicles].  
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11.10. After each finished practice and each race, each driver - after entering the parc fermé – is obliged to 
be weighted (car and driver with complete equipment). The driver can only drink water from a water 
bottle used in the race and cannot use any external resources. The driver cannot leave the parc fermé 
without the technical stewards’ consent, otherwise Art. 12.8.4.1 of the present Regulations apply.   
 
11.11 After dissolution of the parc fermé it is obligatory for all drivers/competitors or an authorised person 
to collect race vehicles immediately. Failure to do so may result in imposing a fine on the 
driver/competitor.  
 
 
12. PRE-START PARK AND PARC FERME 
12.1. For one hour before the scheduled start time for the race (first and second) player is required to put 
the car ready to race to the Park Pre-start, whose location will be announced at  briefing. The car must be 
presented by one serviceman. Stewards may impose a financial penalty on the Athlete for late insert of the 
car. Park Pre-boot may be cancelled due to bad weather or a busy competition schedule. 
12.2. At the residence time in the park driver appoint one technician, who had all the time to stay in the 
car park, it must be available for technical judges. 
12.3. In the Pre-starting Park a car is under the control of the scrutineers, who with the help of service 
technician may inspect the condition of the car. At that time, among the drivers can be ordered 
replacement of ECU computers. 
12.4. Departure from Pre-starting Park is possible with the consent of the Technical Delegate, or 5 minutes 
before the opening time of entry to the grid. 
12.5. After every qualifying session and every race, the driver is obliged to deliver his/her car to the Parc 
Ferme. Location Park will be given at Briefing. This obligation also applies to vehicles of defect and those 
who did not complete the race. 
12.6. After the end of the second race, services (driver or mechanic from the application + 1 mechanic / 
auto) the first three Drivers of the first and second race are obliged to deal with the tools to Parc Ferme or 
at any other place indicated by the judges. 
12.7. After the dissolution of the parc ferme driver or the service technician immediately take the car from 
Parc Ferme. In case of failure to collect the car within 15 minutes after solution of the parc ferme, on the 
following competitions will be fined. 
 

13. PENALTIES 
 
13.1. Inconsistency as to quantity or arrangement of compulsory advertisements will result in preclusion 
to enter the track, until necessary rectification is completed.  
 
13.2. Refuelling in depot during practice, qualifying practices or the actual race, except for Art. 10.27.1, 
will result in exclusion from the round. 
 
13.3. Use of tyres or wheel rims other than specified in the Technical Rules of the Kia Platinum Cup will 
result in penalty up to exclusion from the round. 
 
13.4. The confirmed violation from the KPC Technical Regulations - determined by the Technical Delegate 
cause the Stewards to impose a penalty for technical deviations, including disqualification from the round 
(both races). 
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13.5. Infringement of provisions as per paragraph 3.2. of this Regulations will result in imposing a fine of 
PLN 2,000.00. 
 
13.6. Other penalties as specified in WSMP Sporting Regulations will also apply. 
 
13.7. All fines imposed by the organizer during the competition must be paid immediately and before the 
next round commences at the latest. For example: a fine for speeding in the depot during warm-up should 
be settled before the start of qualifying practice or the actual race under threat of exclusion of the 
driver/competitor from such event. 
 
13.8. Failure to settle financial fines towards Kia Motors Polska or Polish Automobile and Motorcycle 
Federation as well as apparent disregard to their decisions, communiqués and bulletins will result in 
suspending the driver/competitor from the next round of competition.   
 
13.8.1. Penalties imposed by the Race Director and/or Sport Steward Team (ZSS) 
13.8.1.1 Classification penalties    
a) laps of qualifying practice sessions are not classified 
b) times of qualifying practice sessions are not classified 
c) time penalties (seconds) 
d) non-classification     
13.8.1.2 ‘STOP GO’ penalty  
This penalty will be imposed for the following infringements: 
a). overtaking when the yellow flag is shown 
b) leaving and returning to the racetrack in a way that ensures the time benefit (in case of the race) 
c) failure to behave in a sporting manner on the racetrack. 
 
13.8.1.3 ‘DRIVE THROUGH’ penalty (driving through the depot) 
This penalty will be imposed for the following infringements: 
a). false start 
b)  positions of the starting lots are not obeyed during the formation lap 
c) at the starting line cars are reversed by means of the engine after completing the formation lap. 
d) no wheels are fixed or wheels are changed after the ‘5 minutes’ signal during the starting procedure. 
e) failure to behave in a sporting manner on the racetrack. 
 
13.8.1.4. The ‘STOP GO’ – the driver must drive through depot to the place indicated in depot at the ‘STOP’ 
sign (all the wheels must be at standstill). The driver can continue driving following the ‘GO’ board is 
displayed.  
At depot the driver must drive at the permitted speed. During the ‘STOP GO” penalty the driver cannot 
leave the car. The ‘STOP GO’ area is part of the race and any repairs and adjustments are not permitted. In 
the ‘STOP GO’ area no one is permitted to be present except for the driver sitting in the car and any official 
individuals and the steward. 
If the engine is stopped, the driver, after performing the penalty, is allowed to start the engine or ask the 
service to start the engine.  
13.1.8.5. The penalties as set forth in Art. 18.1.4 and 18.1.5 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations will be 
signaled to the driver at the starting line with ‘STOP GO’ and ‘DRIVE THROUGH’ boards together with the 
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starting number for 3 laps. If during those 3 laps, the driver does not drive to depot to perform the penalty, 
the driver will be imposed with the penalty, including the exclusion from the race.  
13.8.1.6. If those penalties are imposed during the last five laps of the race or within last 5 minutes of the 
race, then the penalty performance procedure as set forth in Art. 18.1.4 and 18.1.5 of the Sporting 
Regulations does not apply and the driver’s race time will be added with 25 seconds (‘DRIVE THROUGH’ 
penalty) and 30 seconds (‘STOP GO’ penalty).  
13.8.1.7.  The driver is not allowed to perform the penalty during the operation of the Safety Car, unless 
the Safety Cat joined the racetrack when the driver was at depot to perform the penalty. All laps driven 
behind the Safety Car do not apply to the lap limit as set forth 18.1.6 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations. 
133.8.1.8. Penalties for exceeding speed limits (60 km/h) on the access road to pit stops and in depot: 
a) at the time of the qualifying practice session and warm-up – penalty: PLN 300.00 
b) at the time of the race: 

 for the first excess – ‘DRIVE THROUGH’ penalty 

 for the second excess – ‘STOP GO’ penalty (10 sec.) 

 for the third excess - Sporting Steward Team (ZSS)’s decision 
13.8.1.9. Fines and their amounts: 
a) excess of speed while reaching pits (qualifying practice session and warp up) – PLN 300 
b) attempt to start or expanding the column formation during the formation lap – PLN 200 
c) absence or delay for briefings – PLN 200 
d) absence or delay for the decoration ceremony – PLN 200 
e) presence of people other than technical team members at starting grids after displaying “3 minutes” 
board – PLN 100 
f) presence of a technical team member after displaying “1 minute” board – PLN 200 
g) failure to collect the car from the parc fermé after being dissolved – PLN 100 
h) crossing the exit line from depot – PLN 200 
i) failure to collect documents after the end of the competition within - PLN 100, 
j) no current documents at INSIDE PZM - PLN 300 
k) deviations from the technical regulations to 5000, - PLN. 
13.8.1.10 Penalties, including the penalty of exclusion: 
a) failure to appear for the check-up, 
b) use of unpermitted fuel, 
c) external assistance outside depot at the time of the race 
d) driving a car in reverse or transverse directions  
e) impeding the maneuver of overtaking  
f) stopping in the turning area  
g) failure to appear at the briefing  
h) deviations from the technical regulations 
13.8.1.11. The imposition of penalties as set forth in Art. 17.1.1.-11 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations 
does not exhaust all possibilities. The competition management is authorized to impose such penalties 
without the need to follow any special procedures. The penalty imposed by the Race Director may be 
examined by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS), if any complaint is filed according to the applicable regulations 
(except for a situation when stewards make a decision on the basis of the facts). 
The competition management is obliged to forthwith notify the Sport Steward Team (ZSS) of any possible 
penalties imposed. 
13.8.2. Additional penalties imposed by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS). 
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The Sport Steward Team (ZSS) is not bound by any decision made by the race management (Race Director) 
and has the right to change the penalty, also to the disadvantage of 
a person to who it applies. The Sport Steward Team (ZSS) also reserves the right to impose stricter or 
additional penalties for any infringements as set forth in Art. 17.1 of the Sporting Regulations and impose 
additional penalties such as: 
a). reprimanding  
b) imposing a fine up to PLN 2,000.00 
c) shifting the driver to further starting grids 
d) making the driver start the race from depot  
e) not allowing the driver to start the race from depot 
f) excluding the driver from the competition 
g) excluding from the competition classification and requesting the PZM Automobile Sport Commission 
(GKSS) to draw any further consequences. 
h) disqualification 
i) negative points (maximum -3 points) in the general classification of each KPC round for unsportsmanlike 
behavior of the competitor or his team at any time during the competition (on paddock, during KPC 
trainings, qualifying sessions and races). 
 
All the penalties may be cumulative. The penalties imposed by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS) do not 
exclude the right to impose any additional penalties by the PZM Automobile Sport Commission (GKSS). The 
driver has the right to appeal against any penalties imposed by the PZM Automobile Sport Commission 
(GKSS) according to the procedure as set forth in Art. 21.4 after making a relevant payment according to 
Art. 20.5 of the WSMP Sporting Regulations.  
 
13.8.3. Penalties imposed by the PZM Automobile Sport Commission (GKSS) 
Except for the penalties imposed by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS) the PZM Automobile Sport Commission 
(GKSS) has the right to impose the following penalties on competitors, drivers,  officials, organizers and any 
other individuals subject to jurisdiction of MKS in case of each infringement of provisions of the present 
Code, including its enclosures, and the present Regulations: 
a) cancellation of championship scores 
b) fine up to PLN 5000 
c) suspension on an international basis 
d) disqualification  
e) suspension and disqualification 
f)  ban on appearing as an official person, temporarily or permanently 
g) prohibition to sponsor and/or organize motor car events, temporarily or permanently 
h) obligation to carry out social works. 
All the penalties may be cumulative. Any penalties imposed by the PZM Automobile Sport Commission 
(GKSS) may be appealed to the Association’s Tribunal within 14 days from receipt of the decision.  
The participants of the motor sport events are required to behave in a way that is characteristic for 
sportsmen and according to the rules. Moreover, they must be loyal to PZM, organizers and officials and 
refrain from any actions that adversely affect motor sport interests. The competitors and drivers are 
mutually responsible for their own conducts and conduct of their all team members. Any penalties 
imposed by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS) and the PZM Automobile Sport Commission (GKSS) must be 
adequate for circumstances of a given case. Each infringement of these provisions and sports regulations 
may lead to imposing the penalty. 
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13.8.4.  Examples of infringements qualified for imposing penalties by the Sport Steward Team (ZSS) and 
the PZM Automobile Sport Commission (GKSS): 
The following list of elements of infringements does not exhaust all possibilities. 
The following list only includes the most important infringements and their possible penalties: 

a) failure to participate in the mandatory briefing for drivers: fine, exclusion form the competition; 
b)   uncovered check, fee fraud: fine, suspension. In less serious cases: reprimand (ZSS) and (GKSS); 
c)  participation or attempt to participate in competition by unauthorized drivers: fine or suspension 

(GKSS), fine or exclusion (ZSS). In less serious cases: reprimand; 
d) participation or participation attempt that infringes vehicle regulations or advertisement 

regulations: fine, exclusion or suspension (ZSS, GKSS); 
e) collision or accident: fine, time penalty, exclusion (ZSS), cancellation of championship scores, 

including suspension, disqualification (GKSS0; 
f) driver’s behavior violates the regulations: reprimand, fine, exclusion (Race Director, ZSS, GKSS); 
g) failure to comply with race driving regulations: reprimand, including suspension (Race Director, ZSS, 

GKSS); 
h) failure to comply with flag or board signals: reprimand, including suspension (Race Director, ZSS, 

GKSS); 
i) failure to observe the organizer’s or officials’ instructions: reprimand, including suspension (ZSS, 

GKSS); 
j) failure to observe the parc fermé regulations: exclusion (ZSS). In less serious cases: fine; 
k) refusal to make the car available for technical check-up: exclusion (ZSS), suspension (GKSS); 
l) failure to behave in a sporting manner: reprimand, including suspension (ZSS, GKSS). 

13.8.5 Disciplinary penalties imposed by the KPC Championship Promoter, or Kia Motors Polska. 
For unsportsmanlike conduct of a player or his team at any time during the competition (on paddock, 
during KPC training, qualifying sessions and races): 

- financial penalties, 
- to terminate the contract of competition and exclusion from competitions in the KPC Championship 
inclusive. 

- applying to GKSS for imposing a relevant penalty.     

 
14. FLAGS 
14.1. Flags in use at the starting line: 
 
a]  National Flag: is used to signal the start of the race through lowering the flag. For a standing start the 
National Flag should not be raised over the Start Marshal’s head before all cars are at standstill and held up 
for longer than 10 seconds. 
 
b]  Red Flag: must be waved over the starting line to signal decision to stop the practice or race  together 
with the Red Flag waved at each Track Observation Point along the track.  The Red Flag may be used by 
Race Director or his delegate to close the racing track. It is also waved in case of the “start delayed” 
together with the board at the starting line.   
 
c]  White and Black Chequered Flag:   is used by waving to signal that the practice or race is 
finished/completed. 
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d]  Black Flag: is used to instruct the driver to return to the depot at the next lap.  The Black Flag will not be 
shown for more than four next laps if the driver refuses to obey. 
 
e]  Black Flag with Orange Circle: is used to inform the driver that his vehicle developed a defect  
[including open windows] that may be dangerous for the driver or the others, and instructs returning to 
depot during the next lap. Such vehicle can continue racing after the defect is properly rectified and then 
confirmed as fit by the Technical Steward.  
 
f]  Diagonally Divided Black and White Flag: is shown just once to warn particular driver on his unfair 
behaviour on the track.  
 
Each of three Flags [as per d, e, and f. above] should be displayed motionless – together with the board 
indicating starting number of the vehicle concerned. Decision to show these flags is taken by the Race 
Director or Sporting Steward Team (ZSS) and no obligation is imposed to inform competitor service teams 
on such decision.   
 

14.2. Signal and distress flags at Track Observation Points: 

 
a]  Red flag: is waved upon decision by the Race Director or the Competition Director , when it is necessary 
to interrupt practice or the race. At the time of qualifying sessions: all drivers are obliged to slow down 
immediately and return to the depot [or to location indicated by Stewards] and be ready to stop at any 
time. Any  overtaking is forbidden at this time. At the time of race: all the cars must stop on the red flag 
line until stewards show the drivers to go the staring lots, return to depot or the closed car park. 
 
b]  Yellow Flag: signals a hazard/danger condition and is shown to drivers in two manners of  different 
meanings: 
- a single waving flag: reduce speed, do not attempt to overtake and get ready for change in driving 
direction as there is a dangerous situation on the shoulder or other section of the racetrack; 
-  dual waving flags: reduce speed, do not attempt to overtake and get ready for change in       driving 
direction or halting the vehicle as the track is partly or fully blocked. 
Yellow flags should be hoisted only at the Track Observation Point (PO) located directly before the 
hazardous track section. In some cases the Race Director can instruct to hoist them in more than one 
observation point, situated upwards from the incident location. No overtaking between the yellow flag and 
the green flag (signalling end of incident) is allowed. Yellow Flags shall not be hoisted along the pit lane, 
except for the cases when drivers should be notified. The Yellow Flag should remain hoisted until the end 
of incident. 
 
c]  Red-Striped Yellow Flag: is shown motionless to warn the drivers about low grip condition resulting 
from oil and/or water spillage on the track surface in the zone following raised flag. Depending on 
circumstances this Flag should remain hoisted for at least 4 laps, unless the surface is brought back to 
normal. The Green Flag [as per f. below] is not shown to drivers before the next track sector. 
 
d] Light Blue Flag: is waved to signal that the driver is overtaken. The Flag conveys a different message 
between practice and regular race. 
At any time: this Flag should be shown motionless to a driver leaving depot when one or more vehicles are 
approaching along the track. [Instead of the Flag, a blue light may be used at the exit  to the track]. 
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At the time of practice: showing the Flag means “give way to the faster vehicle”  which is preparing to 
overtake. 
At the time of race: the Flag is shown when a particular car is overtaken by the faster competitor with an 
advantage of at least one lap. This instructs the driver to give way to the vehicle behind as soon as 
possible.  
 
e]  White Flag:  serves to notify all drivers of a much slower vehicle present in a sector supervised by the 
Track Observation Point (PO). 
 
f]  Green Flag: communicates that the track is free of any obstacles or impediments and should be shown 
at the Track Observation Point (PO) located directly beyond the site of the incident where one or more 
Yellow Flags had been used. Green Flag is shown until the end of incident. Start of formation lap or start 
for the practice is also signalled with Green Flag.  
 
15. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
All details are included in the PZM Environmental Protection Regulations available at www.pzm.pl. 
15.1. The vehicles can be washed only in places indicated by the organizer. It is recommended to clean and 
wash equipment on a leak-proof surface with a suitable discharge outlet and a separator of petroleum 
derivative substances to prevent any soil contamination. For occasional tracks, it is recommended to 
construct a simple washing station equipped with a holding tank.  
 
15.2. The organizer is responsible for providing a sufficient number of waste containers (recycling is 
recommended) and sanitary facilities for competitors and fans.  
 
15.3. The competitor/ driver and his/her team are obliged to comply with environmental protection laws 
and regulations at the time of race. Following the liquidation of the service area, the competitor / driver 
must leave the area in ecologically non-degraded condition [Art. 86 of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Poland “Everyone shall care for the quality of the environment and shall be held responsible for causing its 
degradation (…).”] 
 
15.4. It is forbidden to continue driving a car which has observable leaks and was repaired and refuelled  in 
other places such as a service area equipped with an ecological matt or sheet made from a leak-proof 
material, the size of which is greater than the car’s outline. 
 
15.5. All equipment or containers containing liquids other than pure water must be isolated from the 
ground with the ecological matt or other leak-proof material.               

 
16. PROTESTS AND APPEALS 
 
16.1. Any and all protests should be lodged according to the stipulations of the International Sporting 
Code Articles 13 and 14 .  
 
16.2. Protests referring to the course of particular race event must be lodged within 30 minutes since the 
time the results have been announced. 
 

http://www.pzm.pl/
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16.3. The protests taking place on the competition must be addressed to the Chairman of the Stewards 
and shall be submitted to the director of the competition or his assistant. In the absence of the director or 
his assistant professions protests must be submitted to the Chairman of the Stewards. Appeals must be 
filed along with the charge of a specific framework Touring Car rules or regulations organizer of the round, 
in which case no successful appeal will not be refunded. The receipt of the protest shall be confirmed in 
writing, stating the time of receipt. 

 
16.4. Competition authorities (Stewards) deal with protests after hearing the parties concerned. From the 
decision of the Stewards the competitor is entitled to appeal to the PZM Automobile Sport Commission. 
The notice of appeal must be submitted to the Stewards in writing, with a simultaneous deposit of PLN 
2.500,- (for rounds organized in Poland) within 1 hour of the decision. Appeal deadline is 96 hours from the 
moment the notice is sent to the Stewards. The results of the competitions in the appeal section are 
announced as provisional without awarding the prize until the final announcement. 
16.5. The deposit for lodging the protest is: 
- PLN 1,000, - paid by the protester (race run), 
- in the case of a protest for technical deviations: the amount is determined by Stewards depending on the 
scope of the control 
 
16.6. If the protest is right, the fee will be refunded (during the race ). However, in caseof a technical 
protest, the fee is refundable if the protest was correct, if it was wrong - the fee is paid to the protested 
driver after deducting the costs of the technical examination. 
 
 

17. RESULTS, SCORES, CLASSIFICATION 
 
17.1. Individual driver scoring after each race will be compiled as follows: 
    

Pos. 
attained 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 

Points 
scored 

70 65 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34 32 28 26 

 
Pos. 

attained 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38  

Points 
scored 

24 22 20 18 16 14 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  

 

 

ADDITIONAL SCORING 

Pole position 5 

2nd place qualifying 4 

3rd  place qualifying 3 

4th place qualifying 2 

5th place qualifying 1 

Fastest lap (race 1) 5 

Fastest lap (race 2) 5 
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17.2. Classification in each round will depend on the sum of points scored by particular driver during the 
whole weekend (include negative points). In case identical point score by several drivers the highest place 
scored at any of races and subsequently the number of races completed will be deemed decisive. Position 
gained during qualifying practices will be given secondary importance.  
 
17.3.  In case second race of the round is cancelled or revoked for any reason, drivers classification will 
depend on results of the first race only.  
 

18. AWARDS 
 
18.1. The following gross money prizes will be awarded to drivers for positions attained in each round of 
Kia Platinum Cup [the sum of all points achieved by a driver during qualifying, race 1 and race 2 -general 
classification-will be deemed decisive]: 

General Classification of the Round 
1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 5th place 6-10 place 11-15 place 

PLN 3000  PLN 1500  PLN 1000  PLN 700  PLN 500  PLN 400  PLN 300  

 
18.2. Money awards will be remitted  by Kia Motors Polska to the winning drivers’  banking account(s) as 
specified by them in writing, conform to regulations in force within  14 days after the official results are 
announced.  
 
 
18.3. Kia Motors Polska also undertakes to fund honourable Cups for: 
 -  first three best drivers of each race in classification of each round;, 
 -  winner of the ‘the pole position’ [according to paragraph 8.2 of the present Regulations]. 
 -  winner of the fastest lap during the race 1. 
 -  winner of the fastest lap during the race 2. 
 
18.4. The prizes will also include material, or in-kind awards. 
 
18.5. Honourable Awards and any other material awards which has not been collected at the time of 
decoration by a driver or by an authorised person will become a property of Kia Motors Polska. 
 
In case competitor dues towards Kia Motors Polska are still unsettled, payment of money awards or 
presenting of material awards will be suspended pending settlement of existing claims. If such dues are not 
settled within a period exceeding 30 days since the date of the driver’s win, any and all awards will become 
property of KMP. 
 
18.6. Prizes awarded to drivers in a final classification of the season are as follows: 
1st place -  PLN 35,000 (gross) 
2nd place -  PLN 20,000 (gross)  
3rd place -  PLN 10,000 (gross)  
 
Beneficiary of the Prize is obliged to pay income tax on all awards, according to the official rules in force 
and instructions by the Kia Motors Polska. 
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19. SEASON CLASSIFICATION 
 
19.1. Honors to be awarded in Kia Platinum Cup challenge include titles of  Champion, Vice Champion 
and 2nd Vice Champion of Poland in an individual classification. 
 
19.2. Titles of Champion, Vice Champion and 2nd Vice Champion of Poland will be awarded to drivers 
classified at the best positions throughout the season. Drivers can be classified for the season, if classified 
at least in one round. 
 
19.3. In order to win the title of Polish Champion, Vice Champion or 2nd Vice Champion the 
driver/competitor needs to complete and be classified in five racing rounds at least.  
 
19.4. Points collected in all rounds of the season will be summed up for the final classification of the Kia 
Platinum Cup – except for the driver’s lowest result [i.e. the worst result attained in a single race of KPC 
series will be deducted from the score].   
 
19.5. A driver who managed to collect the highest number of points will be classified first, with the next 
driver classified as second and so on. In case of equal score of points, the number of runner-up positions in 
particular rounds will decide. In case the matter remains still unresolved – the number of higher positions 
in consecutive races and then superior place attained in the final round will be considered final. 
 
 

20. FINAL PROVISIONS 
 
20.1. All competition participants are obliged to use leak-proof protective sheets at all  locations of  
vehicle servicing/maintenance. Failure to do so will incur a penalty of PLN 500.00 [PLN Five Hundred]. 
 
20.2. Any breach of safety rules while moving vehicles within the Car Park by the driver/competitor  or 
any member of the team, will be considered as a minor offence to be penalized at the discretion of 
Sporting Stewards Team (ZSS). 
 
20.3.  It is the responsibility of the motor sport event organizers to effectively curb and counteract any 
public behaviour regarded as racist, fascist, anti-Semitic, nationalist, Satanist, offensively non-ethic, 
praising terrorism, and calling for hatred and feuding, as well as to prevent display of any signs, or texts of 
such nature and/or character.  
 
20.4. Kia Picanto Polish Racing Championship “Kia Platinum Cup” is officially supervised by the PZM 
Automobile Sport Commission. 
 
20.5. General Committee for Motor Sports acting under mutual understanding with Kia    
Motors Polska is the only official body entitled to interpret and modify contents of  
the present Regulations.   
 
20.6.  Any modifications and/or changes to the present Regulations will be promulgated by  
the PZM Automobile Sport Commission in a form of  respective communiqués or bulletins.  
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20.7. Any and all issues which have not been regulated by present Regulations are subject  
to provisions of FIA International Sporting Code (MKS) with relevant annexes/appendices and WSMP 

Sporting Regulations.    
 

Approved with all attachments by the GKSS PZM (Major Sport Commission of PZM) on April 24, 2018. 
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Annex 1. Technical Regulations 

 
1. The basis of the technical regulations: 
1.1. These regulations are based on the provisions of the International Sports Code FIA (abbreviated as 

MKS) with attachments, in particular Appendix J art. 251-254. 
1.2. In cases not described in these regulations, the provisions of MKS shall apply. 
 
2. Type of vehicles allowed to participate in the KPC: 
2.1. The assumption of the organizers of the competition, the Polish Motor Association (PZM) and KIA 

Motors Polska (KMP) is to create a racing brand cup in the rank of Polish Championships under the 
name KIA PLATINUM CUP for KIA Picanto models JA model with a 1.25 engine. 

2.2. Only cars KIA Picanto model JA prepared and delivered by KMP are allowed to participate in the 
competition. 

 
3. General assumptions 
3.1. Changes allowed must not entail any unauthorized changes or violations of the regulations. 
3.2. All modifications that are not permitted in these regulations, amendments and supplementary 

regulations are prohibited. 
3.3. It is allowed to carry out works falling within the scope of standard car servicing. 
3.4. The damage part, due to use or accident, may be replaced only with the original part delivered by the 

KMP. 
3.5. The assembly of a vehicle taking part in the KPC must always be consistent with the completion of the 

car delivered by KMP. Any changes to the completion are forbidden. 
3.6. All modifications such as: fitting, strengthening, polishing, grinding, sealing, galvanizing, 

reprogramming of ECU, changing parameters of sensors, etc. for the original parts of KMP are 
forbidden, as well as adding, resigning, and their functions. 

3.7. Lubricants and consumables are free, except for point 12 regarding fuel. 
3.8. The competitor is responsible for compliance with the technical requirements provided in these 

regulations. 
 
4. The minimum weight 
4.1. The minimum total weight is 945 kg and it is the weight of the car with the driver in full equipment. 
4.2. The car together with the driver at any time during the competition must correspond to the weight  
contained in art. 4.1. of these regulations. 
4.3. If it is necessary to increase the weight of the car, use the ballast, which must be made and installed in  
      accordance with the instructions and schemes contained in Annex 1.2 to these Regulations. 
 
5. Engine, procedure for reporting engine faults 
5.1. Spark plugs, Can be any. 
5.2. When handing over the car to a competitor, the head, the throttle body and the engine controller unit 

(ECU) will be sealed. The competitor is responsible for the condition of the seals. 
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5.3. In the case of repairs requiring violation of the engine seals, the following procedure applies: 
a) Sending the application (carefully completed copy - attachment no.1.1) for permission to repair the  
    engine to the Technical Delegate 
b) Obtaining the permition of the Technical Delegate to remove the seals. The Technical Delegate has the  
    right to appoint a Technical Judge who will participate in the engine verification process. Such control  
   must take place in a place and time agreed with the competitor. 
c) The engine must be assembled in the presence of the Technical Judge appointed by the Technical  
    Delegate. Such control shall be carried out only at the place and time agreed with the competitor. After  
   checking the components (parts) of the engine and its assembly, the controller will seal it and complete  
   the documentation confirming this fact. 
d) The Technical Delegate may resign from these controls and then the engine will be sealed in the next  
    competition. 
e) If during the verification it turns out that there is no fault in the engine, the costs related to the above  
    activities and the technical Judge’s arrival shall be carried by the competitor. 
 
5.4. If during the inspection at the competition, the seal is damaged (or lack of it), then during the  
      competition the engine will be temporarily sealed, and after the competition the engine must be  
      dismantled and checked. Until the end of this control, the results of the Competition are suspended. All  
      these operations must be carried out under the supervision of a designated Technical Judge. The costs  
      associated with these activities and the technical Judge’s access shall be covered by the competitor. 
5.5. The presence of seals does not exclude the possibility of dismantling the engine and measuring its  
        parts. It is also allowed to check the engine parameters during tests on the dynamometer, carried out  
       on behalf of PZM or KPC. PZM and KPC shall not be liable for defects caused during tests or  
       measurements of engine power. 
 
7. Wheel suspension 
7.1. Suspension geometry is arbitrary in the constructionally adjustable range, the maximum angle of 

inclination of the wheels: 
 front max. -6.0 ° 
 rear max. -2.0 ° 

7.2. Body heights - measured vertically from the hub axis to the edge of the front / rear fender. At any time 
during the competition, the measured height of the body must not be less than: 

 front 320 [mm] 
 rear 315 [mm] 

 
8. Wheels and tires 
8.1. Only ATT 6JX16 "pattern 630A wheels, exclusively purchased from Kia Motors Polska, are allowed. 
8.2. Only tires Hankook 195 / 45R 16 84V VENTUS Prime3 marked by KPC and purchased only through Kia 

Motors Polska are acceptable.  
8.3. Roughing of tires is allowed. According to the manufacturer's recommendation and safety 

considerations, the minimum recommended tread depth around the circumference of the tire is 1.6 
mm. Do not use tires that have warp or belt cords discovered.  

8.4. It is allowed to fill the interior of the tires with gases other than air, those that are approved for these 
purposes.  

8.5. Heat and chemical treatment of tires is forbidden.  
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9. Braking system  
9.1. In the front brakes only the special brake pads provided by KMP may be used. In the rear brakes, only 

original brake pads suitable for the model can be used, purchased exclusively via KMP. 
 
10. Electrical and electronic systems  
10.1. Any interference in the original electric and electronic circumference is forbidden.  
10.2. The modified engine controller provided by KMP applies. Any interference with the controller and 

software is prohibited. Damage to the ECU seals requires checking it at the competitor’s cost. Until 
such a check is performed, the controller with damaged seals cannot be used during the 
qualification and the races.  

10.3. Transmitters and signal receivers to the injection unit and their functions must remain serial. 
10.4. It is forbidden to use additional devices with the exception of car movement parameters recorders 

and communication systems between the driver and the service. These devices must be firmly 
attached and powered only from the cigarette lighter socket by an installation routed 
independently of the car beam.  

10.5. It is allowed to mount video cameras in and on the car. They must be securely fastened. 
10.6. Telemetry is forbidden.  
 
11. Fuel  
11.1. Competitors are required to use the fuel indicated by the organizer.  
11.2. The competitor is required to have a minimum of 3 lit. of fuel in the car during the competition.  
11.3. Only air can be mixed with fuel as an oxidizer.  
11.4. It is forbidden to add any additives to the fuel.  
 
12. Security equipment 
12.1. The driver's personal safety equipment must comply with the requirements of the current Annex L to 

ISC. 
12.2. The car's safety equipment must be compatible with the completion of the car provided by KPC. Any 

changes to the elements of this equipment require the consent of KPC.  
 
13. Final remarks 
 13.1. KPC is a project whose promotion aims at promoting the KIA brand and its partners. That is why the 

proper external and internal appearance of the starting cars is very important. It is the responsibility 
of the competitor to maintain the appearance of the car in an impeccable condition. It must have a 
set of tools and materials necessary to reproduce the proper condition of the external body. 
Vehicles with an unsightly appearance, dirty, bearing traces of scratches, dents or deformation of 
the external elements of the body may not be allowed to take off. 

13.2. Seals and identification marks put into the car by the organizer must be intact. The competitor is 
responsible for their condition.  

13.3. GKSS PZM, in consultation with KPC, may decide on supplementary regulations or changes that will 
be a part of these regulations with immediate effect.  
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Annex no 1.1 –  Application for repairing a Kia Picanto car 
 
 Repair declaration / request for permission to take off the seal of engine/ECU/Throttle 

Competitor 
Name&surname…………........................................................................................................... 

Tel.                   ................................................................................. 

Starting number 

VIN samochodu  K N A B 2 5 1 2 A J T       
Nr silnika  G 4 L A J P        

DEFECT DESCRIPTION (when and how the defect happened for the first time, how often it happens, description of the symptoms)  

  

Performed diagnostics (visual inspection, the results of measurement of compression pressure or tightness, the results of the 

measurement of oil pressure) 
 
 

The place where the repairs will be carried out  

City................................................. ..............address................................... 

Contact person............................................... phone................................................. ..... 

The decision of the Technical Delegate (to be completed by the Technical Delegate) 
 
Responsible technical marshal: ........................................... phone .. .................................... 
 
Decision:....................................................................................................................  
 

Scope of activities (to complete by technical marshal) 

Competitor’s signature 
 

Technical Delegate’s  signature 
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Annex 1.2 – instruction for making and installation of ballast 
 
The weight of the car with the driver and its equipment must not be less than 945 kg according to art. 4 of  
the KLR Technical Regulations. It is connected with the necessity of installing ballast in the car so that this  
ballast does not become an element of advantage over competitors, a uniform way of its implementation  
and assembly is introduced.  
1. Place of installation - the ballast must be mounted on the floor under or behind the driver's seat. The 

main ballast weighing up to 20 kg is mounted behind the driver's seat. If this proves to be 
insufficient, you can install two packages arranged in parallel, under and behind the driver's seat. 

 2. Installation method - each ballast must be attached to the floor with 4 M10 screws with minimum 
strength ISO8.8. Each of the holes in the floor must be reinforced from below with a reinforcing 
plate, made of steel sheet with a minimum thickness of 3 mm and a minimum area of 60 cm2, 
which is welded to the floor.  

3. Attention: fuel lines are routed at the left threshold. It is necessary to secure these wires when drilling 
and welding. In order to secure the package against loosening, the nuts must be of the self-locking 
type with a polyamide insert. The free (protruding) end of the screw must not exceed 5 mm. To 
compensate for the unevenness of the floor, it is recommended to put washers between the floor 
and the ballast package. This will allow you to level the outer surface of the ballast.  

4. Ballast execution - each package consists of a maximum of 10 plates with dimensions as per Fig.1. It is 
allowed to change the thickness of the plate, but the thickness of one package cannot be exceeded 

20 mm. The ballast panels must have blunt sharp edges and be protected against corrosion. 
 
 

Variant 1         Variant 2 
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Annex 1.2.1– Scheme no 1 - package of ballast 
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Annex  1.2.2– Scheme no 2 - package of ballast 
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Annex  1.2.3– Scheme no. 3 - ballast plate 
 
 
 
 


